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Dear Honorable Commissioners
I am writing this letter in response to your hearing that took place on June 20th, 2024
with regards to the proposed lease agreement between Nassau County and Las Vegas Sands.
I am in full favor of this project and what it would mean to our county which I have been a resident of for over 40
years.
I am not going to start listing all the statistics of how many jobs,money,benefits to the surrounding communities that
this venue would bring to our county, I am sure you have heard all of this before.
What I would like to state is what happens if this project does not go forward.
I was around  when Jakes58 wanted to locate where the former Fortunoff’s building is located on Old Country Road
Westbury but due to area resistance and other factors Jakes58 opened up in Islandia  in Suffolk County and is doing
great with a proposed 210 million dollar expansion. Although part of the Fortunoff Building has been redeveloped
by Samanesa New York a major part of this building is still vacant.
 I was around when Charles Wang Wanted to renovate Nassau Coliseum and surrounding area but he too received
resistance from Nassau County official at that time and that project was shelved.
I know many other factors are involved with projects such as these when trying to get approvals but it breaks my
heart that Nassau County has missed several opportunities to show the world what we have to offer and what
benefits that can come from thinking of the future.
Just look at what was accomplished by hosting the Cricket World Cup this month at Eisenhower Park.
Please consider what this project would mean to all the surrounding communities.
One note: as for Hofstra’s concern on the gambling issue please note that many of the students already has axis to
gambling on line and on their phones.
Thank you for your time
Sincerely
Andrew Borgese
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